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Abstract
The demand for stable isotopes is stimulating theoretical and experimental research on separation

of stable isotopes by gas centrifuge. Most of the stable elements in the nature have three or more than
three isotopes. For modern gas centrifuges the separation factors usually are not close to unit as in the

M -M
case for gaseous diffusion process. The separation factors, ? , may be expressed as у, -у J

where yo is the overall separation factor for the unit molar weight difference, and Mt and Mt are the

molar weight of the fth and the jth component The overall separation factor, yQ, is an important

parameter for describing the separation performance of a gas centrifuge yQ depends on a lot of

variables, such as the angular velocity of the cylinder, П, the length of the cylinder, ZH, the feed of the

gas centrifuge, F etc. For different working media yQ depends on physical properties, such as pD

where p is density of process gas and D is its diffusion coefficient, the viscosity of process gas , JU etc

In this presentation we will show you some examples of the influence of some parameters on the overall
separation factor.
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Introduction
Recently, with the growing demand for stable isotopes in physical and chemical research and ir,

medical diagnostics, the use of the gas centrifuge process has made it possible to produce many non
uranium isotopes, especially when large quantities are needed. Many countries [such as the United
States [1, 2], Russia [3-5], and China [6]] and organisations [URENCO [7]] have reported their activities
in the public literature in the field of multicomponent separation by gas centrifuge.

There are 84 stable elements in the nature. Most of them has three or more than three isotopes
For modem gas centrifuges the separation factors usually are not close to unit as in the case for gaseous
diffusion process. The separation factors of a gas centrifuge between the rth and theyth isotopes, yt,

may be expressed as y, = y"'~"'. where y0 is the overall separation factor for the unit molar weigh!

mass difference. The overall separation factor, yQ, is an important factor to describe the separatior

characteristic of a gas centrifuge. yQ depends on a lot of variables., such as the angular velocity of the

cylinder, Q, the length of the cylinder, ZH, the feed of the gas centrifuge, F etc. For different proces:

gas y0 depends on its physical properties, such as pD , where p is density of working media and £

is its diffusion coefficient, the viscosity of process gas , fj. etc.

Since the overall separation factor 70 is an important separation characteristic parameter, it и

interested tin knowing among many variables which variables are key ones. In this presentation we wil
show you some examples of the influence of some parameters on the overall separation factor. The
conclusions are as follows the main variables for over all separation factor for given gas centrifuge are
feed flow rate of gas centrifuge, the product pD , and the parameter A2.

Theoretical analysis
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A schematic of a gas centrifuge is shown in Fig 1. For the separation factors we use the following
definitions

F

(1)

Fig 1 A schematic of a gas centrifuge

The separation factor, у, • nas tne following relationship with the molar weight of the components'121:

7V =Го'~М' i=1,....Kj=1 К (2)

where Л/ is the molar weight of the rth component, M} is the molar weight of the /.h component, yo is

the overall (heads-to tails) separation factor per unit molar weight difference

Y й depends on many parameters, such as the following values of a given gas centrifuge-

-the length of the gas centrifuge ZH

-the radius of the gas centrifuge a
-the peripheral rotation speed Па
-the axial location of the feed point Z,

Besides these parameters, there are several other parameters or factors which have influence on the

overall separation factor, yo, they are.

-the feed rate of the working gas F
-the cut в
-the temperature T0 and the temperature distribution of the temperature on the wall

-the parameters of the scoops
-the pressure of the gas at the rotor wall pf

Till now the most important parameters have not b^en indicated yet, they are the physical properties of
the working gas, such as:

-the viscosity of "le gas JLl

-the molar weight of the gas M
-the product of pD , where p is density of working media and 0 is its diffusion coefficient

Some authors discussed the separation of multicomponent isotopes by gas centrifuge [8~141 .We
used the method of paper [13] to calculate four examples of separation in a given gas centrifuge. The
flow field is simulated by using Onsager's equation115' and finite element method. Three drives of the
countercurrent flow were considered, they are: scoop drive, wall temperature drive and end cap drive. A
code to calculate the flow field was developed by Dr. Wei[16).

The four examples are: UFS, WF6l OsO4 and Xe. Before the results are presented we would explain

that the curve show the dependence of overall separation factor, yo, on different parameters, such as

A2, here A1 = MQV/2/?r , pD , pressure at wall, pr, feed rate, F etc. For each curve, for instance
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the curve in Fig. 4 , which shows the dependence of у on pD the value of yo is obtained by

optimisation of the countercurent drives under the condition that all parameters are given including
pD The curve is obtained from different given pD . In the figure the real pD is indicated. All the other

values of pD are used to plot the curve All the other figures are obtained in similar way. For all four

examples the concentration of the feed flow is just the natural one.
The results of UF6 are shown in Fig. 2-Fig 5. The results of WF6 are shown in Fig. 6-Fig 9 The

results of OsO4 are shown in Fig 10-Fig 13 The results of Xe are shown in Fig.14-Fig.17.

From the figures it is obvious that speed parameter/A2 plays very important role for the value of у l}.

у 0 reaches its maximum when A2 is about 5 for all the examples We have to say when we 'hanged the

value of "7 only the M was changed ,all the other parameters .ere kept no change, у0 increases or

decreases monotomcally except for у „~Аг curves.

Discussion and Conclusions

The overall separation tactor for unit molar weight difference, yo, is an important characteristic

parameter for separation of multicomponent isotopes. Besides the construction parameter of the gas
centrifuge it depends on many variables Some of them are operation conditions, such as feed flow rate

F, pressure at wall pw etc у й depends on physical properties, such as molar weight M

(Л* = л//П'аг/2ЛГ), product pD . From the examples, Аг and pD has great influence on the value of

У\ The feed flow rate has effect on yo.
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